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Method

Comparative dynamic transcriptome analysis (cDTA)
reveals mutual feedback between mRNA synthesis
and degradation
Mai Sun,1 Björn Schwalb,1 Daniel Schulz,1 Nicole Pirkl, Stefanie Etzold, Laurent Larivière,

Kerstin C. Maier, Martin Seizl, Achim Tresch,2 and Patrick Cramer2

Gene Center Munich and Department of Biochemistry, Center for Integrated Protein Science CIPSM, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität

München, 81377 Munich, Germany

To monitor eukaryotic mRNA metabolism, we developed comparative dynamic transcriptome analysis (cDTA). cDTA
provides absolute rates of mRNA synthesis and decay in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Sc) cells with the use of Schizosaccharomyces
pombe (Sp) as an internal standard. cDTA uses nonperturbing metabolic labeling that supersedes conventional methods for
mRNA turnover analysis. cDTA reveals that Sc and Sp transcripts that encode orthologous proteins have similar synthesis
rates, whereas decay rates are fivefold lower in Sp, resulting in similar mRNA concentrations despite the larger Sp cell
volume. cDTA of Sc mutants reveals that a eukaryote can buffer mRNA levels. Impairing transcription with a point
mutation in RNA polymerase (Pol) II causes decreased mRNA synthesis rates as expected, but also decreased decay rates.
Impairing mRNA degradation by deleting deadenylase subunits of the Ccr4–Not complex causes decreased decay rates as
expected, but also decreased synthesis rates. Extended kinetic modeling reveals mutual feedback between mRNA synthesis
and degradation that may be achieved by a factor that inhibits synthesis and enhances degradation.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Cellular gene expression is controlled by mRNA levels, which are

governed by the rates of nuclear mRNA synthesis and cytoplasmic

mRNA degradation. The rates of mRNA synthesis are regulated

during RNA polymerase (Pol) II transcription in the nucleus (Fuda

et al. 2009), whereas bulk mRNA degradation occurs in the cyto-

plasm (Eulalio et al. 2007; Parker and Sheth 2007; Wiederhold and

Passmore 2010). During transcription, the mRNA receives a 59-cap

and a 39-poly(A) tail. The mature mRNA is then exported to the

cytoplasm, translated, and eventually degraded cotranslationally

(Hu et al. 2009). Cytoplasmic mRNA degradation generally begins

with shortening of the poly(A) tail by the Ccr4–Not complex,

which contains the deadenylases Ccr4 and Pop2 (also known as

Caf1) (Liu et al. 1998; Tucker et al. 2001). The mRNA is then de-

capped and degraded by exonucleases from both ends. Despite the

spatial separation of mRNA synthesis and translation/degradation,

there is evidence that these processes are coordinated (Lotan et al.

2005; Lotan et al. 2007; Harel-Sharvit et al. 2010).

To investigate coordinated RNA synthesis and degradation,

absolute changes in synthesis and decay rates must be measured after

introducing a genetic perturbation that impairs either synthesis or

degradation. Rates of mRNA synthesis and degradation can be

measured by dynamic transcriptome analysis (DTA) in yeast (Miller

et al. 2011). Newly synthesized RNA is labeled with 4-thiouridine

(4sU), which is taken up by cells that express a nucleoside transporter.

After 6 min of labeling, total RNA is extracted and separated into

newly synthesized (labeled) and pre-existing (unlabeled) fractions.

Total, labeled, and unlabeled fractions are analyzed with microarrays

and the data are fitted with a dynamic kinetic model to extract

synthesis and decay rates. Whereas DTA accurately measures the

relative rates for different RNAs within a single sample, it cannot

compare rates from different samples, since the samples differ by

an unknown global factor (Miller et al. 2011). In standard tran-

scriptomics, comparison between samples with different mRNA

levels may be achieved by counting cells and spiking RNA standards

into the samples (Holstege et al. 1998; Wang et al. 2002; van de

Peppel et al. 2003). However, such normalization does not take into

account differences in cell lysis and RNA extraction efficiency, which

can vary so strongly that no conclusions are possible.

To enable normalization between DTA measurements of dif-

ferent samples, we extended DTA to comparative DTA (cDTA). In

cDTA, a defined number of labeled fission yeast Schizosacchar-

omyces pombe (Sp) cells is added to the budding yeast Saccharomyces

cerevisiae (Sc) sample before cell lysis and RNA preparation, and is

used as an internal standard. Thereby, cDTA allows the absolute

quantification and accurate comparison of mRNA synthesis and

decay rates between samples. cDTA is a novel method that moni-

tors absolute changes in eukaryotic mRNA metabolism upon ge-

netic perturbation. We applied cDTA to Sc cells that are impaired in

either mRNA synthesis or degradation. This revealed compensa-

tory changes in degradation and synthesis, respectively, which

indicates that a eukaryote can buffer mRNA levels to render gene

expression robust. After our work was completed, an independent

study appeared that postulates a similar compensation on an

evolutionary scale (Dori-Bachash et al. 2011).

Results

Comparative dynamic transcriptome analysis (cDTA)

To measure changes in mRNA synthesis and decay rates between

different strains of budding yeast (Sc), we included the distantly

related fission yeast (Sp) in our DTA protocol as an internal stan-

dard (Fig. 1). We counted Sc sample cells and Sp control cells and
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mixed them in a defined ratio (Methods). The resulting cell

mixture was lysed, total mRNA extracted, labeled RNA purified,

and microarrays were hybridized as described (Miller et al. 2011).

The RNA mixture was quantified on a microarray that contains

probes for both Sc and Sp transcripts (Affymetrix GeneChip Yeast

Genome 2.0 Array) (Miller et al. 2011). We used 4-thiouracil (4tU)

instead of 4sU for Sc RNA labeling, because it is taken up by Sc

(Munchel et al. 2011) without expression of a nucleoside trans-

porter (Miller et al. 2011). 4tU labeling did not affect normal cell

physiology (Supplemental Fig. S1) and allowed growth of yeast in

YPD instead of selective medium. We quantified only labeled and

total RNA, because the unlabeled fraction was not required for rate

extraction. We refer to this protocol as comparative DTA (cDTA).

We first tested whether the Sc sample showed cross-hy-

bridization to Sp array probes and vice versa. When either a Sc or

Sp sample was hybridized to the array, cross-hybridization oc-

curred for a minor fraction of the probes (Methods) when

a conservative intensity cut-off of 4.5 (log intensity values after

preprocessing) was used (Fig. 2A). Cross-hybridizing probes were

excluded from further analysis, leading to loss of only 16 out of

10,799 probe sets (Methods). The mixing ratio of Sc:Sp cells was

tuned to 3:1 to maximize the overlap of the Sc and Sp expression

intensity distributions (Fig. 2B). This ensures that after calibra-

tion most Sc and Sp probe intensities are in the linear measure-

ment range of the microarray, an important prerequisite for our

calculations. We restricted our analysis to RNAs with log in-

tensity signals above 4.5 and below 8 (Fig. 2B).

Rate extraction from cDTA data

To obtain absolute synthesis and decay rates for Sc and Sp, we de-

rived the ratios of labeled to total RNA intensities cSc and cSp for Sc

and Sp, respectively. These ratios set the global median level of

synthesis and decay rates and rely on a robust previous estimate of

the median Sc half-life (Miller et al. 2011) for which labeled, total,

and unlabeled RNA fractions were available. Once cSp is known, the

measured levels of the Sp standard can be used to calibrate the Sc

data (Fig. 3A). This new normalization method allows rate esti-

mation from labeled and total quantities alone (Methods). Our

published median half-life for Sc mRNAs (Miller et al. 2011) en-

abled determination of the median Sp half-life relative to Sc (Sup-

plemental Fig. S2). We measured growth curves and obtained

a doubling time of 90 min for Sc in YPD me-

dium at 30°C and 116 min for Sp in YES me-

dium at 32°C (Supplemental Fig. S3). These

doubling times were used in kinetic modeling

(Miller et al. 2011). We confirmed that the

rates obtained by cDTA are essentially the

same as the ones previously obtained by DTA

(Table 1; Supplemental Fig. S2). RNA half-

lives that were recently determined by 4tU

pulse-chase labeling in Sc are 1.5-fold longer

(Munchel et al. 2011), likely because a very

long labeling time was used that allowed for

thionucleotide reincorporation after mRNA

decay. We calculated mRNA synthesis rates as

the number of complete transcripts made per

cell and per 90 min (the cell cycle time for

wild-type Sc), using a new estimate of 60,000

transcripts per yeast cell (Zenklusen et al.

2008) instead of the previously used, older,

and fourfold lower estimate (Hereford and

Rosbash 1977). For Sp, we estimated the number of transcripts from

the observed 2.51-fold cumulative total RNA level to be 150,801. Our

rate estimates are unaffected by the efficiency of 4tU labeling, which

varies between strains and experiments (Supplemental Fig. S1).

For normalization between different Sc samples, we linearly

rescaled all array intensities such that the total and labeled Sp

fractions have a median intensity of 1 or cSp (Fig. 3B). We assessed

the accuracy of the cDTA procedure by estimating the intensity

ratios of Sc:Sp cells that were mixed at 1:1, 3:1, and 10:1. The correct

values were recovered with an accuracy of 5% (Fig. 2D). Selected

mRNA levels of the 1:1 and 10:1 ratio mixtures were additionally

quantified by RT–qPCR (Methods). The expected ratio of the four

tested Sc transcripts was recovered within a relative error of 9%

when normalized to two housekeeping Sp genes (data not shown).

In summary, cDTA normalization removes the major sources of

experimental differences between samples in RNA-labeling effi-

ciency, cell lysis, RNA extraction, RNA biotinylation and labeled

RNA purification, and array hybridization. cDTA detects global

changes between Sc samples, in contrast to standard normalization

procedures that eliminate global changes, because they assume

constant median RNA levels.

cDTA supersedes conventional methods

Conventional methods measure mRNA half-lives by inducing tran-

scription arrest and following changes in mRNA levels over time.

Transcription arrest has been achieved by adding the transcription

inhibitor 1,10-phenanthroline (Dori-Bachash et al. 2011) or by

shifting the temperature-sensitive mutant strain rpb1-1, which carries

point mutations in the largest subunit of Pol II (Nonet et al. 1987), to

the restrictive temperature (Holstege et al. 1998; Wang et al. 2002;

Grigull et al. 2004; Shalem et al. 2008). To investigate whether the

latter method yields reliable data or whether it perturbs mRNA me-

tabolism, we regenerated the rpb1-1 strain and analyzed it with cDTA

using published growth parameters (Holstege et al. 1998) (Methods).

This revealed that mRNA synthesis rates were decreased globally by

a factor of 2.7 already at the permissive temperature of 30°C (Fig. 4A).

After 24 min at the restrictive temperature, mRNA synthesis rates had

decreased further by a factor of 3.4, but recovered essentially to the

rates measured at the permissive temperature after 66 min (Fig. 4A).

These observations indicated that the mRNA metabolism in

the rpb1-1 strain is already perturbed at the permissive tempera-

ture, and that the temporary changes in mRNA metabolism ob-

Figure 1. Design of a cDTA experiment. The Sc cells are labeled by adding 4tU into the media,
whereas Sp cells are labeled by adding 4sU. The cells are then counted. Sc cells from different
experiments are always mixed with the same amount of labeled Sp cells from a single batch. Cells
are then lysed, RNA is extracted, biotinylated, and labeled RNA separated. Microarrays containing
probes against both Sc and Sp transcripts are then used to quantify both total and labeled RNA.
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served at the restrictive temperature are mainly due to a heat-shock

response. To test this, we conducted a corresponding heat-shock

experiment on wild-type cells. We analyzed the total mRNA from

this experiment together with the data from the rpb1-1 mutant by

conventional decay time series analysis (Holstege et al. 1998; Wang

et al. 2002; Grigull et al. 2004; Shalem et al. 2008). The obtained

mRNA half-lives during heat shock correlated very well with data

derived from the rpb1-1 mutant strain

and with published half-lives obtained

with this strain (Fig. 4B). The obtained

half-lives were longer than the half-lives

measured in unperturbed cells, likely be-

cause mRNA degradation was down-regu-

lated during the stress response. There was

also a good correlation with half-lives ob-

tained after adding 1,10-phenanthroline

and even with our previous data ob-

tained during the osmotic stress response

(Miller et al. 2011), if processed in the

conventional way. This indicates that all

of these data are dominated by perturba-

tions in mRNA metabolism that result

from a general stress response. In con-

trast, published half-lives derived from

metabolic RNA labeling (Munchel et al.

2011) and our cDTA-derived half-lives do

not correlate with data obtained by per-

turbing conventional methods. We con-

clude that conventional methods for esti-

mating mRNA half-lives using the rpb1-1

mutant strain or transcription inhibition

cannot be used to obtain reliable half-life

estimations.

Comparison of mRNA metabolism
in distant yeast species

As an immediate result, cDTA reveals

similarities and differences in the mRNA

metabolism of Sc and Sp. First, the median

mRNA synthesis rates are very similar in

Sc and Sp (Fig. 5A). The median synthesis

rate was 53 mRNAs per cell and 90 min for

wild-type Sc, and 44 mRNAs per cell and

90 min for Sp. Second, Sp mRNAs have

about fivefold longer half-lives on aver-

age than Sc mRNAs, with a median of 59

min (Fig. 5A; Supplemental Fig. S4), com-

pared with 12 min for Sc. As expected,

the cDTA-derived Sp half-lives show a

fair correlation with half-lives obtained

by another nonperturbing metabolic la-

beling (Amorim et al. 2010). Further-

more, reprocessing the data of Amorim

et al. (2010) with our cDTA algorithm,

which takes into account the labeling

bias and an additional parameter to cor-

rect for cell growth, increases the corre-

lation to our results and leads to a median

half-life of 50 min, in good agreement

with an estimate of 59 min in our study

(Supplemental Fig. S2). Third, the overall

mRNA levels in Sp were about 3.1-fold higher than in Sc. Since the

haploid Sc cells with a median volume of 42 mm3 are approxi-

mately two- to threefold smaller than Sp cells with a median cell

volume of ;115 mm3 (Jorgensen et al. 2002; Neumann and Nurse

2007), the higher mRNA levels apparently lead to similar cellular

mRNA concentrations. The change in mRNA levels is mainly

a global multiplicative change (R2 = 0.82, Supplemental Fig. S4).

Figure 2. Establishing the cDTA protocol. (A) Assessment of cross-hybridization. Scatterplot of log
intensities of 10,928 Affymetrix probe sets. The values on the x- resp. y-axis are obtained as the mean of
two pure Sc resp. Sp replicate samples that were hybridized to the arrays. Sc and Sp probe sets (heat
colored and gray scaled, respectively) can be separated almost perfectly. A total of 23 out of 5771 Sc
probe sets show intensities above a (log) background intensity threshold of 4.5 in the Sp sample,
whereas eight out of 5028 Sp probe sets were above background in the Sc sample. These 31 probe sets
are regarded as affected by cross-hybridization (green circles). Of these, 16 probe sets were excluded
from analysis because all probes were affected by cross-hybridization (Methods). (B) Linear measure-
ment range. Exemplary illustration showing that the relation of mRNA concentration (real amount) and
mRNA intensity (fluorescent scanner readout) follows the Langmuir adsorption model (Hekstra et al.
2003; Held et al. 2003, 2006; Skvortsov et al. 2007). The green line indicates linearity. (Black line)
Sigmoidal behavior, resulting from noise at low-hybridization levels and saturation effects at high-
hybridization levels. (Gray stripe) Linear measurement range that we defined as an intensity range of
4.5–8 (natural log basis) based on noise signals below 4.5, for example, for probes that detect transcripts
of genes that were knocked out and based on observed saturation effects above 8. (C ) Calibration of
Sc:Sp cell mixture ratio. The optimal cell mixture ratio has been chosen to maximize the number of
probes for both Sc and Sp that fall into the linear measurement range (B). Sc and Sp cells were mixed in
Sc:Sp ratios of 1:1, 3:1, and 10:1. The respective median mRNA level ratios are 0.3, 0.95, and 3.02. Log
(RNA intensity) distributions of Sc (red) and Sp (gray) are shown. The median intensity level of Sp is
approximately three times higher than that of Sc. As a consequence, a Sc:Sp cell mixture ratio of 3:1 was
used. (D) Comparison of the three different cell mixtures of (C ) in pairwise log–log scatter plots. All arrays
are normalized to a common median of 4052 Sp probe sets (gray-scaled). A total of 4475 Sc probe sets
(those in the linear measurement range) are shown in heat colors. The parallel offset of the Sc probe sets
from the main diagonal measures the mRNA level differences of Sc in the three cell mixtures. The differences
should be 3.3, 10, and 3 when we plot Sc:Sp ratios of 10:1 vs. 3:1, 10:1 vs. 1:1, and 3:1 vs. 1:1, respectively.
The corresponding measured offsets are 3.14, 9.46, and 3.01, and thus in very good agreement.
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Taken together, these data suggest that Sp cells generally contain

more stable mRNAs than Sc cells to reach similar mRNA concen-

trations at similar mRNA synthesis rates, despite their larger volume.

We investigated whether mRNA sequence conservation cor-

relates with a conservation of total RNA levels, synthesis rates, or

decay rates (Fig. 5B; Supplemental Fig. S4). This analysis revealed

a conservation of the relative total levels of mRNAs that encode

orthologous proteins in Sc and Sp. The levels of mRNAs that encode

proteins with an amino acid sequence identity of at least 25%

(2568 mRNAs) show a high Spearman correlation of 0.69. Syn-

thesis rates correlate well between both species (Spearman correla-

tion 0.61), but the half-lives show only a fair correlation (Spearman

correlation 0.4). Although the data suggest that Sp cells have

globally shifted decay rates, to reach similar cellular mRNA con-

centrations, there is a minor fraction of transcripts that behave

exceptionally. In particular, 93 Sp transcripts show almost un-

changed mRNA levels (<1.5-fold), but significantly higher syn-

thesis and decay rates (>1.5-fold), and are enriched for ribosomal

protein genes (Fig. 5A). More generally, transcripts that encode

highly conserved proteins show similar levels, but a faster turnover

in Sp (Fig. 5B). We also assessed the correlation of synthesis rates

with transcript lengths, and revealed a substantially higher Pol II

drop-off rate in Sp (Supplemental Fig. S5).

Impaired mRNA synthesis is compensated
by decreased degradation

We applied cDTA to the question of whether the speed of Pol II is

relevant for setting the cellular rates of mRNA synthesis. We used

a yeast strain that carries the nondisruptive point mutation N488D

in the largest Pol II subunit Rpo21 (also known as Rpb1) (rpb1-

N488D). This mutation slows down Pol II speed in RNA elongation

assays in vitro (Malagon et al. 2006) and is located near the active

site (Cramer et al. 2001). We subjected this strain and an isogenic

wild-type strain to cDTA, and collected two biological replicates

that showed a Spearman correlation of 0.99 for total and labeled

Figure 3. cDTA normalization reveals global changes. (A) Determination of cSp, the ratio of labeled over total Sp mRNA. To obtain absolute synthesis and
decay rates for Sc and Sp, we derived ratios of labeled to total RNA cSc and cSp for Sc and Sp, respectively. The cSc ratio was obtained in our previous study
(Miller et al. 2011). To determine cSp, Lsc and Tsc are set to cSc and 1, respectively. Lsp and Tsp are then linearly rescaled. The resulting Lsp/Tsp is defined as cSp

and then used in the further experiments as the global cDTA normalization factor. (B) cDTA normalization uses Sp signals as an internal standard. The bars
indicate the median intensities of the array probe sets. Due to our experimental design, the ratio of labeled to total Sp RNA (cSp = Lsp/Tsp) must be the same
in all experiments. To correct for differences in cell lysis, RNA extraction efficiency, and RNA purification efficiencies, the levels of Sp total and labeled mRNA
are rescaled to the same values in all experiments. The Sc RNA levels are then corrected by median centering of Sp RNA levels. This normalization allows for
a direct comparison of Sc data between experiments. Shown are both replicates for each of the four cDTA experiments.

Table 1. Median mRNA half-lives and synthesis rates of Sc and Sp
transcripts

Species cDTA DTA

Median mRNA half-life (min) Sc 12 11.5
Sp 59 N.A.

Median mRNA synthesis rate
(mRNAs per cell and cell cycle time)a

Sc 53a 18 (72)a

Sp 44 N.A.

The cDTA contains the estimates obtained from using the labeled:total
ratio of the complementary strain and the known total and labeled
Sc:Sp ratios to calculate the missing labeled:total ratio, i.e.,
LSc

�
TSc = LSp

�
TSp

� �
� TSp

�
TSc

� �
� LSc

�
LSp

� �
. The DTA column shows the Sc

half-life estimate obtained from Miller et al. (2011). Note that the Sc esti-
mates are virtually identical to ours, although we used a different labeling
technique (4tU instead of 4sU) and had spiked-in Sp controls in the sample.
aPlease note that we previously used in our calculations a total number
of transcripts per cell of 15,000 according to an old estimate (Hereford
and Rosbash 1977), whereas we now used a recent estimate of 60,000
(Zenklusen et al. 2008). If the same number of transcripts is used, the
median synthesis rate obtained by DTA would be 72, comparable to our
new estimate obtained by cDTA, despite the difference in media and cell
cycle time (Miller et al. 2011).

Mutual feedback of mRNA synthesis and degradation
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RNA (Supplemental Fig. S6). We measured cell-doubling times, and

used these in the kinetic modeling to correct synthesis rates for

a change in doubling time (Supplemental Fig. S3). In the rpb1-

N488D mutant strain, mRNA synthesis rates were globally de-

creased 3.9-fold (Fig. 6A). This is consistent with the observed two-

to 4.5-fold decrease in Pol II speed measured in vitro (Malagon et al.

2006). We observed a Pol II drop-off rate similar to that described

previously (Jimeno-González et al. 2010), but quantitative mod-

eling excludes drop-off of Pol II during elongation as the cause for

the decreased synthesis rates (Supplemental Fig. S7).

Despite the lower synthesis rates, global mRNA levels were not

changed very much in the slow Pol II mutant strain (Fig. 6A). This

resulted from a strong decrease in mRNA decay rates of 3.2-fold on

average. Synthesis and decay rates of all mRNAs were shifted by

approximately the same factor, independent of their wild-type ex-

pression level, synthesis rate, or decay rate. The globally increased

mRNA half-lives apparently compensated for the decreased mRNA

synthesis rates to buffer cellular mRNA levels, which were decreased

1.3-fold only. The measured total RNA levels agreed well with total

mRNA levels calculated from the changed synthesis and decay rates

(Fig. 6B,C). These results show that cells with a strong defect in

mRNA synthesis can maintain nearly normal mRNA levels by

compensatory changes in mRNA decay rates.

Impaired degradation is compensated by decreased synthesis

The observed synthesis-decay compensation implies that cells

buffer total mRNA levels. If true, cells should also be able to com-

pensate for a mutation that impairs mRNA degradation with

a change in mRNA synthesis rates. To investigate this, we applied

cDTA to mutant yeast strains with global defects in mRNA degra-

dation. The choice of mutant was difficult, since RNA degradation

involves multiple enzymes in the nucleus and cytoplasm (Houseley

and Tollervey 2009). We decided to use mutant strains that lack

either one of the two catalytic subunits of the Ccr4–Not complex,

Ccr4 or Pop2, which show a defect in mRNA deadenylation, a rate-

limiting step in mRNA degradation (Tucker et al. 2002). As pre-

dicted, mRNA decay rates were globally decreased in the Dccr4 and

Dpop2 strains, and changed on average by a factor of 0.43 and 0.16,

respectively (Fig. 6C). This suggests that Ccr4 and Pop2 mRNA

degradation factors are used globally.

In both degradation-deficient knock-out strains, an un-

expected decrease in mRNA synthesis rates was observed (Fig. 6C).

Synthesis rates were changed by a factor of 0.49 and 0.38 in the

Dccr4 and Dpop2 strains, respectively, limiting the increase in total

mRNA levels due to highly defective degradation to a factor of only

1.18 and 1.75, respectively (Fig. 6C). This effect could be observed

directly in the labeled fractions of the Dccr4 and Dpop2 strains.

Only 62% or 46% of the RNA was labeled within the same labeling

time, indicating lower synthesis rates. Thus, the defects in RNA

degradation in these strains are at least partially compensated by

decreased mRNA synthesis rates in order to buffer mRNA levels.

This mutual compensation cannot be explained by measurement

variance. A variation analysis for the estimation of the median

synthesis and decay rates (Fig. 6D; Supplemental Methods S9)

shows that the 95% confidence regions of the median synthesis

and decay rate estimates are clearly disjoint.

A transcription inhibitor and degradation enhancer
may buffer mRNA levels

The above data show that yeast cells can compensate for impaired

mRNA synthesis with decreased mRNA decay rates, and for im-

paired degradation by decreased mRNA synthesis rates. Yeast cells

thus have mechanisms to buffer mRNA levels by mutual negative

feedback between nuclear mRNA synthesis and cytoplasmic

mRNA decay. To explore this further, we extended our model for

mRNA turnover under steady-state conditions. The mRNA of

Figure 4. Comparison of cDTA with conventional methods. (A) Box
plots of the expression distributions of the total and the labeled (newly
synthesized) mRNA after cDTA normalization, obtained from the wild-
type and the rpb1-1 mutant before, and 24 and 66 min after the shift to
restrictive temperature. Transcriptional activity is roughly restored in both
strains after 66 min. The global shifts in labeled expression are only slightly
more pronounced in the rpb1-1 mutant, indicating a dominant role of
heat shock in the profiles of rpb1-1. (B) Correlation analysis of mRNA half-
life measurements. The heatmap shows pairwise Spearman correlation
coefficients of half-life measurements (white: negative or zero correlation;
purple: perfect correlation). The published half-life estimates except for
Munchel et al. (2011) were obtained by experiments using transcriptional
arrest. The estimates of Holstege et al. (1998), Wang et al. (2002), Grigull
et al. (2004), and Shalem et al. (2008) were obtained using a yeast strain
containing the Pol II temperature sensitive mutant rpb1-1. Dori-Bachash
et al. (2011) used the transcription inhibitor 1,10-phenanthroline.
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a gene G is synthesized at a gene-specific constant rate mg, and is

degraded at a gene-specific rate g�lg, with g being the mRNA

amount resulting from gene G. We assume that there is a tran-

scription modulator S and a degradation modulator D that globally

affect the synthesis rate (SR) and decay rate (DR) by factors f(s) and

h(d), respectively:

dg

dt
= SR g; sð Þ �DR g; dð Þ = mg � f sð Þ � glg �h dð Þ: ð1Þ

The important and plausible assumption of this model is that

f and h are monotonic functions. However, we do not assume that

mRNA levels translate linearly into protein levels, or that the de-

gree of modulation is a linear function of the underlying mRNA

concentrations of S and D. One might think of S and D as proteins,

whose activity is a function of their mRNA concentrations s and d.

From the model (1), we inferred the regulatory logic of the

observed feedback, as outlined below. A rigid derivation and an ex-

tensive discussion of the model’s assumptions are given (Methods;

Supplemental Method S8). Here, we compare synthesis and decay

rates of a gene between two conditions C and C9:

SR0 g 0; s0ð Þ
SR g; sð Þ =

m0g f s0ð Þ
mg f sð Þ ; ð2Þ

DR0 g 0; s0ð Þ
DR g; sð Þ =

g 0l0gh d0ð Þ
glgh dð Þ : ð3Þ

The left-hand sides of Equations (2)

and (3) can be evaluated by cDTA. The

left-hand side of Equation (2) is sub-

stantially smaller than 1 for virtually all

measurements g, g9, and for both de-

adenylation mutants (Fig. 6B). For these

mutants, we also know that mg =m9g , and

consequently f(s9)<f(s). We also observe

that g9>g and s9>s, from which we con-

clude that f is monotonically decreasing.

This implies that S acts as a transcription

inhibitor. In the slow Pol II mutant, we

observe lg = l9g . Using a similar argument

as above, Equation (3), and cDTA data of

the slow Pol II mutant, we conclude that h

is monotonically increasing, implying that

D is a degradation enhancer. These con-

clusions could only be derived because

cDTA enables the comparison of global

synthesis and decay rates. The results

would be identical if S and D were the same

molecule. Thus, the most simple explana-

tion of our observations is the existence of

a factor that serves as an inhibitor of

transcription and an enhancer of degra-

dation and shuttles between the nucleus

and cytoplasm.

Discussion
A systemic investigation of gene expres-

sion requires quantitative monitoring of

cellular mRNA metabolism. In particular,

a technique is required to quantify abso-

lute mRNA synthesis and decay rates on

a genome scale upon genetic perturbation. Here, we provide such

a technique, which we refer to as comparative dynamic tran-

scriptome analysis (cDTA). cDTA is based on nonperturbing met-

abolic RNA labeling in mutant and wild-type budding-yeast cells

and the use of fission yeast cells as an internal standard. cDTA is

a nonperturbing method for monitoring mRNA turnover and su-

persedes conventional methods, which require transcription in-

hibition, resulting in a stress response and perturbation of mRNA

metabolism.

cDTA improves our previous DTA protocol (Miller et al. 2011)

in several respects. First, cDTA provides reliable estimates of the

absolute synthesis and decay rates, thereby allowing for a direct

comparison of rates between different yeast strains. Second, cDTA

uses 4tU instead of 4sU for RNA labeling, allowing for standard

media and abolishing the need for a nucleoside transporter. Third,

cDTA requires only two instead of three microarray measurements

per rate estimation. As an immediate result, cDTA revealed that Sp

and Sc cells have similar synthesis rates, but Sp RNAs have about

fivefold longer mRNA half-lives, leading to similar cellular mRNA

concentrations despite a different cell volume.

Application of cDTA to Sc cells expressing a Pol II point mu-

tant that elongates mRNA slowly in vitro showed that mRNA

elongation is a critical determinant for mRNA synthesis in growing

cells in vivo. It also revealed that cells compensate for low synthesis

rates by lowering decay rates, thus stabilizing mRNAs and buffer-

ing their levels. Application of cDTA to two mutant strains that lack

Figure 5. Comparison of mRNA metabolism in Sp and Sc. (A) Scatter plot comparing mRNA decay
rate folds versus synthesis rate folds of Sp and Sc transcripts encoding protein orthologs (>25% amino
acid sequence identity). The offset of gray lines to parallel black lines indicates Sp:Sc ratios of median
decay rates, synthesis rates, or total mRNA (0.20/0.83/2.72). Dashed gray lines indicate 1.5-fold
changes from the median (gray lines). Color scheme corresponds to folds in total mRNA (magenta,
positive log fold; green, negative log fold). A set of genes that show higher decay and synthesis rates
(1.5-fold and adjusted P-value 0.5%), but almost unchanged (<1.5-fold) total mRNA (93 transcripts,
striped area) was selected and tested with a Bayesian network-based gene-set analysis (MGSA) (Bauer
et al. 2010). In this gene set, the ribosomal protein genes were enriched (blue dots; ellipse shows the
75% region of highest density). (B) Plots show log2 fold distributions of total mRNA (gray), synthesis rate
(red), and decay rate (blue) of Sp versus Sc transcripts encoding orthologous proteins as a function of
amino acid sequence identity (%). Transcripts encoding highly conserved proteins such as ribosomal
proteins are located on the right. They show more rapid turnover (synthesis and decay) in Sp, resulting in
similar mRNA levels. (Solid black lines) Median log2 fold; (shaded bands) central 80% regions. (Solid/
dashed gray lines) Median log2 fold of all orthologs/all genes.
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either one of the two catalytic subunits of the mRNA deadenylase

complex Ccr4–Not showed not only the expected defect in mRNA

degradation, but also a compensatory decrease in mRNA synthesis,

also leading to a buffering of mRNA levels. This indicated the exis-

tence of a feedback loop that connects mRNA synthesis and degra-

dation and serves to buffer mRNA levels. These results support

published evidence for a global control of mRNA levels in de-

pendence of cell size (Zhurinsky et al. 2010). This global control of

mRNA levels occurs despite the separation of mRNA synthesis and

degradation into nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments.

The mechanisms underlying the synthesis-decay feedback

loop and the buffering of mRNA levels are unclear. The feedback

loop may be a result of a physical and functional coupling between

the various parts of mRNA metabolism. Transcription is coupled to

mRNA processing and export (Maniatis and Reed 2002), and

translation is coupled to mRNA degradation (Coller and Parker

Figure 6. cDTA reveals changes in mRNA metabolism upon genetic perturbation. (A) Linear scatter plots (heat-colored) of mRNA synthesis rates, decay
rates, and total mRNA levels in wild-type and mutant rpb1-N488D yeast strains as measured by cDTA. Slopes indicate global shift ratios of median synthesis
rates, decay rates, and total mRNA of the rpb1-N488D mutant strain compared with wild type (0.26/0.31/0.75). (B) Alternative representation of the data
from A in a single scatter plot comparing the changes in mRNA synthesis rates (log folds, x-axis) and decay rates (log folds, y-axis) in the rpb1-N488D
mutant strain compared with the wild-type strain. Each point corresponds to one mRNA. The density of points is encoded by their brightness (grayscale).
Contour lines define regions of equal density. The center of the distribution is located at (�1.8,�1.6), indicating that there is a global shift in the median
synthesis rate by a factor of 0.26 (shift of the horizontal red line relative to the dashed x-axis line), and a global shift in the median decay rate by a factor of
0.31 (shift of the vertical red line relative to the dashed y-axis line). The global change in total mRNA levels is predicted by the offset of the diagonal red line
from the dashed main diagonal, which corresponds to a change by a factor of 0.75. The number in brackets following this number (0.75) is the global
change as it has been observed in the total mRNA measurements, which agrees well with the predicted number. The changes in total RNA levels do not
exactly equal the quotient of synthesis and decay rate changes, due to an additional parameter for cell growth. (C ) Scatter plots as in B comparing synthesis
rates, decay rates, and total mRNA levels of Dccr4 and Dpop2 mutant strains to wild-type yeast. Ratios of median synthesis rates, decay rates, and total
mRNA of the Dccr4/Dpop2 mutant strain compared with wild type are 0.49/0.39, 0.43/0.16, and 1.15/1.74, respectively. (D) Coupling of synthesis and
decay rates, on the absolute level. For each condition, the median synthesis rate (y-axis) and degradation rate (x-axis) is shown (dark dots). (Dashed lines)
Fold induction/repression relative to wild type. The dots lie approximately on a line with positive slope, indicating synthesis-decay compensation. A
variation analysis for the estimation of the median synthesis and decay rates with cDTA has been performed. The ellipses show the 95% bootstrap
confidence regions in each condition. The main axes of the ellipses reveal that the errors in the estimation of synthesis and decay rates are not independent,
yet small enough to prove that the coupling is not due to estimation variance.
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2004, 2005; Brengues et al. 2005; Hu et al. 2009). There is also

evidence that nuclear and cytoplasmic mRNA metabolism are

linked. The Pol II subcomplex Rpb4/7 shuttles between the nu-

cleus and cytoplasm (Selitrennik et al. 2006) and is involved in

transcription (Edwards et al. 1991) and mRNA translation and

degradation (Lotan et al. 2005; Lotan et al. 2007; Harel-Sharvit

et al. 2010). The Ccr4–Not complex is involved in mRNA degra-

dation (Tucker et al. 2002) and also in transcription (Liu et al.

1998; Collart 2003; Collart and Timmers 2004; Kruk et al. 2011).

From an extension of our kinetic model of mRNA turnover, we

propose that the feedback loop is established by a factor that acts

as degradation enhancer and a transcription inhibitor. It is thus

unlikely that factors that act positively on transcription, such as

Rpb4/7 and the Ccr4–Not complex, are the feedback factors, al-

though the validity of our model’s assumptions remains to be

shown.

Methods

Yeast strains and growth curves
Strains RPB1 and rpb1-N488D (GRY 3020 and GRY 3027, re-
spectively) were generously provided by Mikhail Kashlev (Malagon
et al. 2006). Genotypes of GRY 3020 and GRY 3027 are MATa,
his3D1, leu2D0, lys2D0, met15D0, trp1DThisG, URA3TCMV-tTA
RPO21, and MATa, his3D1, leu2D0, lys2D0, met15D0, trp1DThisG,
URA3TCMV-tTA rpb1-N488D. For cDTA we used Sc wild-type strain
BY4741 MATa, his3D1, leu2D0, met15D0, ura3D0 (Euroscarf), and
the isogenic knockout Dpop2 and Dccr4. Dpop2 was from the YKO
library (OpenBiosystem) and Dccr4 was generated by substituting
the target gene for a KanMX cassette using homologous re-
combination in the same genetic background (Longtine et al.
1998). The rpb1-1 (rpb1-G1437D) strain and isogenic wild-type
strain were generated in our lab. Plasmids pRS316-RPO21, pRS315-
RPO21, and pRS315-rpb1-1 were generated by cloning the re-
spective ORF or mutant ORF plus sequences 500 bp upstream and
250 bp downstream into pRS316 (ATCC) and pRS315 (ATCC) us-
ing XhoI/SacI restriction sites. The heterozygous RPO21/rpo21D Sc
yeast strain (BY4743, rpo21TKanMX6/RPO21) was generated and
transformed with pRS316-RPO21. Diploids were sporulated and
tetrads dissected on YPD plates. After transformation of the shuffle
strains with pRS315-RPO21 or pRS315-rpb1-1, the resulting strains
were streaked twice on 5-FOA plates and then on SC-Leu. Sp
strain FY2317 h+, leu1-32ThENT1-leu1+(pJAH29) his7-366Thsv-tk-
his7+(pJAH31) ura4-D18 ade6-M210 (Hodson et al. 2003) was
kindly provided by Susan Forsburg. YPD medium was inoculated
with a single Sc colony. Sp was grown in YES medium. The culture
was grown to stationary phase overnight and diluted to OD600 = 0.1.
Measure points were taken every hour before OD600 reached 3. Ad-
ditional time points were taken until stationary phase was reached.
Doubling time was calculated by fitting the log-transformed values
of OD600 into a linear function.

Comparative dynamic transcriptome analysis (cDTA)

Sc cells were grown in YPD medium overnight, diluted to an OD600

of 0.1, and grown to mid-log phase. OD600 of 0.8 corresponded to
1.753107 cells per mL. 4-thiouracil (4-tU, Sigma, 2 M in DMSO)
was added to the media at a final concentration of 5 mM, and cells
were harvested after 6 min of labeling by centrifugation at 2465g
and 30°C for 1 min. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet
resuspended in RNAlater solution (Ambion/Applied Biosystems).
The cell concentration was determined by Cellometer N10 (Nexus)

before flash-freezing in liquid nitrogen. Sp cells were grown in YES
medium overnight, diluted to OD600 = 0.1, and grown to OD600 =

0.8. 4sU was solved in ddH2O (50 mM) and added to a final con-
centration of 500 mM, and cells were labeled for 6 min. Cells were
harvested by centrifugation at 2465g for 3 min. Other steps were as
above. A 4-liter-culture of Sp cells was labeled to generate a stock
and eliminate errors by variations in the standard. Cells were
counted as above. Sp cells were mixed with Sc cells in a 1:3 ratio,
resulting in 43108 cells in total. Total RNA extraction, labeled RNA
purification, as well as sample hybridization and microarray
scanning were as previously described (Miller et al. 2011). For the
cDTA analysis of rpb1-1 strains, overnight cultures were diluted in
fresh medium to an OD600 of 0.15 (125 mL cultures, 160 rpm
shaking incubator, 30°C). At an OD600 of 0.9 (time point:18 min),
RNA was labeled. Eighteen minutes later (time point 0 min) cul-
tures were shifted to 37°C by adding the same volume of 42°C-
tempered medium. RNA was again labeled 18 min and 60 min after
heat shock (time points +24 min and +66 min, respectively).

cDTA data analysis

Data was preprocessed arraywise using expresso (R/Bioconductor)
with the RMA background correction method. We created our own
probe annotation environment (cdf), which excludes probes in
probesets that show cross-hybridization between Sc and Sp. A total
of 8708 annotated Sc probes and 13,317 annotated Sp probes out of
a total of 120,855 probes showed cross-hybridization when a con-
servative intensity cut-off of 4.5 (log intensity values after pre-
processing) was used. Cross-hybridizing probes were excluded
from further analysis. This included 16 whole probe sets (Fig. 2A;
see Supplemental Fig. S1). Note that the standard GC-RMA method
is not suitable for our purposes since its bias model cannot handle
bimodal intensity distributions, as caused by the simultaneous
hybridization of Sc and Sp transcripts with global differences in
RNA abundance (Fig. 2B). Labeling bias estimation and correction
was done as described (Miller et al. 2011) (Supplemental Methods
S9). Between-array normalization of arrays containing mixed Sc
and Sp total RNA was done by proportional rescaling, such that the
median Sp gene expression level was 1 (Fig. 3B). Accordingly, be-
tween-array normalization of arrays containing mixed Sc and Sp
labeled RNA was done by proportionally scaling the array to
a median-labeled Sp gene expression level of c (Fig. 3A). The con-
stant c scales the median half-life of all experiments. We calibrated
c in a way that the resulting median Sc wild-type mRNA half-life
equaled that observed previously (Miller et al. 2011). Now, all Sc
RNA levels, no matter whether total or labeled, no matter from
which experiment, can be compared on an absolute level. Decay
rates and synthesis rates were obtained as described (Miller et al.
2011; Supplemental Methods S9). We assume that the labeled RNA
fraction is subject to degradation from the very time it is synthe-
sized. In contrast, Rabani et al. 2011 (see Supplemental Methods
therein) assume that the labeled RNA fraction is mostly nuclear
and not degraded at all. We compared the synthesis rate estimates
resulting from both alternatives (Supplemental Methods S9). Given
our labeling time, the differences of both approaches are negligi-
ble. The whole analysis workflow has been carried out using the
open source R/Bioconductor package DTA (Schwalb et al. 2012).

Calculation of 4tU incorporation efficiency

The metabolic labeling efficiency plab is defined as plab = pinc� pcap,
the product of the incorporation efficiency pinc (the probability of
4tU for being incorporated into an RNA transcript instead of
a uridine) and the capture efficiency pcap (the probability of a 4tU
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nucleotide inside an RNA for being biotinylated, captured, and
recovered from streptavidin beads). A labeling efficiency sub-
stantially below 1 introduces a uridine-dependent labeling bias by
letting newly transcribed, uridine-poor RNA have a higher proba-
bility to escape labeling. All of these efficiencies are of experiment-
and strain-specific quantities. Only plab can be estimated directly
from cDTA data (Supplemental Method S10). We can use cDTA to
conclude from plab to the relative incorporation efficiencies by the
equation

pinc x; Scð Þ
pinc y; Scð Þ =

plab x; Scð Þ
plab x; Spð Þ �

plab y; Scð Þ
plab y; Spð Þ

� ��1

:

RT–qPCR

Sp and Sc cells were grown to OD600 = 0.8, harvested, and flash-
frozen in liquid nitrogen. Cells were counted and mixed at 1:1 and
10:1 ratios. Total RNA was extracted, and the mRNA levels of Sc
genes ACT1(YFL039C), ADH1(YOL086C), HIS4(YCL030C), and
RDN1 (rRNA locus) and Sp genes GDI1(SPAC22H10.12c) and
GPD1(SPBC215.05) were determined by RT–qPCR. RT–qPCR was
carried out as described (Miller et al. 2011). A total of 500 ng of RNA
was used to reverse transcribe cDNA using the iScript cDNA Syn-
thesis Kit (BioRad). Primers were designed with the ProbeFinder
online tool (http://qpcr.probefinder.com/organism.jsp, Roche Ap-
plied Science). The primer-pair efficiency was tested individually
and ranged between 97% and 100%. PCR reactions contained 1 mL
of DNA template, 2 mL of 10 mM primer pairs, and 12.5 mL of SsoFast
EvaGreen Supermix (BioRad). qPCR was performed on a Bio-Rad
CFX96 Real-Time System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.) using a 30-sec
denaturing step at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles of 1 sec at 95°C, 4 sec
at 63°C. Data analysis was performed with the software Bio-Rad CFX
Manager 1.6.

Kinetic model

Our model has been cast as Equation (1) provided in the main
text. The steady-state mRNA levels predicted by this model are
g =

mg

lg
� f sð Þ

h dð Þ, from which we deduce that regulation imposed by S or
D is always global, i.e., total mRNA levels are shifted by a common
factor f(s)/h(d). Since the mRNA levels in the deadenylation mu-
tants globally increase, we conclude that the mRNA level s9 of S in
the deadenylation mutants is higher than in wild-type (level s). At
the same time, we can estimate the quotient f(s9)/f(s) by

f s0ð Þ
f sð Þ = median

synthesis rate of g in the mutant

synthesis rate of g in the wildtype
; g 2 genes

� �

=
0:4 for Dpop2

0:5 for Dccr4

�
< 1

(see Supplemental Fig. S8 for a rigorous derivation). Together, s9 > s
and f(s9) < f(s) imply that f acts as a transcription inhibitor. Similar
considerations show that d9<d holds in the Pol II mutant, and that

h d0ð Þ
h dð Þ =

total mRNA mutant

total mRNA wildtype

�median
decay rate of g in the mutant

decay rate of g in the wildtype
; g 2 genes

� �
= 0:31 < 1:

From d9<d and h(d9)<h(d) we conclude that D is a degradation
enhancer.

Data access
Microarray data were deposited in ArrayExpress (http://www.ebi.
ac.uk/arrayexpress/) under accession number E-MTAB-760.
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